
 

BUSINESS STRATEGY 

 

FIRST LESSON (15.02.2022) 

 

Firm as an autonomous administrative unit, a set of resources organized to offer goods and /or 
service, directed to profit  
 
Entrepreneur as the individual who is carrying out the new combinations of means of production  
 
Strategic choices 
Decisions that impact on the relationship between the firm and its environment: 
(1) markets to compete in; 
(2) unique value the firm will offer in those markets; 
(3) the resources and capabilities required to offer that unique value better than competitors; 
(4) ways to sustain the advantage by preventing imitation  
 
 
BUSINESS MODEL  

- a tool that spread very quickly 
- different structures of Business model available 
- can be used to think, design and test 
- describes the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers and captures value 
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1. Experience curve criticism 
- what if technology changes? What if demand increases? 

2. Portfolio analysis under attack 
- too much subjectivity 
- can new options emerge? 

3. Financial capital 
- is it the only scarce resource on which top management had to focus? 

4. Backward focused 
- 1973 and 1979 world oil crisis 

 
 
BUSINESS STRATEGY: 
A dynamic plan to gain and sustain competitive advantage that involves making 4 interrelated 
strategic choices 

- markets to compete in: attractiveness of the market and customer segment 
- unique value the firm will offer in those markets 
- the resources and capabilities required to offer that unique value better than competitors 
- ways to sustain the advantage by preventing imitation  

 
Dynamic - responds to changes in the market (consumers, competitors, new tech) 
Goal: Create competitive advantage 
 
 
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 
A firm has it when it can consistently generate above-average profits through a strategy that 
competitors are unable to imitate or find too costly to imitate 
 
 
DELIBERATED STRATEGY  

- implemented as a result of careful analysis of markets, customers, competitors and a 
firm’s resources and capabilities 

- plan that is formulated through a deliberate planning process that is then carried out to 
achieve the mission or goals of an organization 

 
EMERGENT STRATEGY 

- coherent pattern of action  
- a strategy that was not expressly intended in the original planning of strategy 
- emerge when leaders recognize and act on unexpected opportunities 

 
WHY DO WE NEED STRATEGY? 

1. Strategy as Positioning 
- to support decisions, to enable coordination 

2. Strategy as Direction 
- to maintain a forward looking and inspirational goal 
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- ability to spread fixed costs of different value activities

Diseconomies of scale
- major costs related to increase of production capacity when firm’s complexity is difficult

to manage, demand is low or fluctuating, customers require very differentiated goods

Economies of scope
- economic advantage from utilization of shared resources in the production of 2 or more

outputs
- related to corporate scope choices
- shared resources can be tangible and intangible
- economic advantage is measured by comparing costs of joint production with cost of

independent productions

Experience economies
- cost advantage due to regular unit cost reduction determined by the increase of the

cumulative output
- unit cost reduction when cumulative output increases

Sources:
- based on human learning by doing (learning economies)
- more efficient coordination
- more efficient processes

Cost leadership: the Strategic decisions
- Role of market share
- Heavy investments to access experience, scale and scope economies
- Pricing strategy
- Relative costs and the attention to costs of different activities
- Acquisitions
- Focus on process innovation
- Measurements and reward systems focused on quantity

Cost leadership strategy

Advantage Disadvantage

- Higher profits for the cost-leader
- Cost-leader defends better from

competitive forces

- Innovation technology may disrupt its
competitive advantage

- Competitors imitate
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GROWTH STRATEGIES - CHAPTER 6-7

CHAPTER 6 - CORPORATE STRATEGY

CHOOSING CORPORATE STRATEGY
Adjacent market

- market/industry that is closely related to markets/industries a firm currently competes in

Dimension of scope:
- Horizontal: industries in which compete
- Vertical: make own inputs and manage own outputs
- Geographic: where to compete

Business unit strategy
- search for competitive advantage within a single industry, market or line of business

Corporate strategy
- search for value and competitive advantage through participation in several different

industries and markets

Vertical integration
- movement into adjacent market by a firm along its own value chain

→ Backward integration - movement in direction of raw materials
→ Forward integration - movement in direction of sales

Horizontal diversification
- movement into adjacent market, one that is not along a firm’s current value chain

→ selling new products to same customer
→ selling same products to different customers
→ selling new products to new customers

Managers diversify firms with 3 methods:
1. Greenfield (Organic entry)

- foreign direct investment (FDI) in which a parent company creates a subsidiary in
a different country, building its operations from the ground up

2. Alliance
3. Acquisition

Diversification
- moderate diversification pays off, but very high - leads to lower levels of performance
- adds value when it allows the combines businesses to deliver greater value and utility to

new or existing customers that the firm could without being diversified
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- developing processes to effectively form and manage alliances builds a capability
for generating value through strategic alliances

CHAPTER 9 - INTERNATIONAL STRATEGY

GLOBALIZATION OF BUSINESS
- lower trade barriers
- technological advancements in communication and transportation

→ increasing globalization of business

Organizations can place parts of their value chains in different countries, depending on where
each part can generate most value
Competition is not national, but regional or international

- new threats and opportunities
- exponential increase in complexity

Effect on Industry attractiveness:
- Rivalry
- Entry threat
- Bargaining power of suppliers, customers and complementors

Differences between countries that increase complexity and affect the success of international
strategies

- customer tastes, needs and income
- government regulations
- legal systems
- public tolerance for foreign firms
- reliability, existence of basic infrastructure
- strength of supporting industries

Differences in industries on globalization:
1. Protected
2. International: import and export is prevailing
3. Multi-domestic:

- independent competition in different countries
- direct investment is prevailing
- transfer of know-how among countries
- competitive advantage is determined by local factors

4. Global
- equal importance of direct investments and import/export transfer of components

/ goods / services / people / information / knowhow / capital among countries
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- create a brand and community that appeals to the Millennial culture: values like
community, authenticity, frugality, genuine experiences

(7) Free revenue models
- offering a product/service for “free”
- skype, wikipedia

Strategies to succeed with Free revenue model:
(1) Freemium: Cross-sell strategy

- offer a free basic product to gain a widespread initial use
after which users are offered a premium version or are sold products not directly tied to
the free product

# free version for consumers at home, but paid version for corporate
- product should appeal to a very large product user base
- high conversion rate (from free to premium)

(2) Third-party pay strategy
- 2-sided market
- provide free products to a community of product users as a method of generating

revenue from a third party that pays to access those users
- key is to deliver a captive audience (specific customer segment) to an advertiser willing

to pay for access to that audience

Product:
- attract a very large user base that can be segmented in particular ways
- a targeted community of users that compromises a customer segment on a key

dimension

(3) Bundling strategy
- offering a free product with a paid product/service
- offering a free product as a part of bundle works well when the product requires ongoing

maintenance or complementary goods
- works well when a company offers a broad array of products

Hypercompetition
- competitive intensity has increased and periods of competitive advantage have

decreased
- companies have to constantly innovate to maintain competitive advantage

Innovation and the Product/Business/Industry life cycle → S-Curve
New products, product categories, industries tend to follow a predictable life cycle, evolving over
time through 4 stages: Introduction, Growth, Maturity, Decline
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